mobility solved

Getac
The F110 is a true revolution
in rugged tablet computing.
The F110 combines powerful
4th gen Intel Core Processors,
the latest wireless and a large
11.6 inch widescreen display.

Gamber-Johnson
An industry leader in design
innovation, manufacturing
high-quality vehicle mounts,
consoles and docking
stations for use with Getac
computers.
Panasonic
The Toughpad FZ-G1. The world's
thinnest and lightest fully-rugged
10.1" Windows® 8 tablet. Also
available with Windows 7.

Havis
The industry’s safest and
most secure computing
solution, keeping your
expensive laptop where it
belongs, docked and
productive.

Cradlepoint
The Cradlepoint COR IBR1100
Series is a compact, ruggedized
3G/4G/LTE solution that features
highly available, cloud-managed
networking for vehicles.

Getac
With state-of-the-art processors,
incredible battery life, 4G LTE
wireless and one of the brightest
displays in the industry, the 4th
generation B300 is the go-to
ruggedized notebook.

Panasonic 20
The Panasonic Toughbook® 20 is a
fully rugged, lightweight laptop that
easily detaches to become a 10.1"
tablet. And it only takes one hand.

Panasonic Toughbooks
Fully-rugged, convertible
tablet PC. Sunlight viewable
touch or dual touch LCD
screen. Capable of up to
6000 nit in direct sunlight.
Optional 4G LTE or 3G Gobi.

Fire Safety Services

PCS Mobile-Your Mobile Solution Expert
From beginning to end, standard project
management methodology is used to ensure
that no steps are missed during the process.
We start with a complete fleet analysis to
review all existing vehicles and any equipment
currently installed. Installation solutions are
detailed, reviewed and verified and all
necessary hardware is ordered. Installation is
scheduled and handled by our staff of
professionally trained technicians.

Installation Services
PCS Mobile takes pride in a systems oriented
installation process that focuses on quality
workmanship. Status updates are provided
throughout the installation process, so there are
no surprises along the way. Thorough system
testing and training ensures that users can
quickly get up to speed on their new solution.
After installation is complete, troubleshooting
and technical support are always available, if
needed, to ensure your complete satisfaction.
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Design Services
No matter what mobile solution your company
is looking for, PCS Mobile has the experience to
design a scalable system that will meet your
needs today, and into tomorrow. We will
evaluate your business requirements and
provide a reliable solution, complete with
product selection, seamless integration and
prompt system support for almost any mobile
device. Including laptop computers, portable
radios, monitoring systems and mobile video
solutions.
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